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No. Specification
item

Appointment
item Remarks

13 Starting method
Direct/Star-
delta/Reduced 
voltage

Specify the type of starter, and the 
tap voltage when reduced voltage 
starting is required.

14 Starting 
frequency Time/day

When the starting frequency is more 
than several times per day, please 
specify the numbeer of times ot 
starting and its interval time.

15

Load moment 
of inertia J
(In terms of 
motor shaft)

kg·m2
When the GD2 of the load is large, 
please specify it.
(J=1/4 GD2)

16 Performance 
required

Locked-rotor 
torque (%),
Breakdown 
torque (%) etc.

When any requirements concerned 
with performance exist, please 
specify the value of them.

17 Noise level 
limitation Yes · No

When low noise type is required, 
please specify the value of noise 
in dB (A).

18 Explosion-proof Yes · No Specify the kind and class of gas 
and explosion-proof classification.

19 Environmental 
conditions

Standard,
Non-standard

Specify the specific items. 
(Ambient temperature, humidity, 
corrosive gas, vibration and 
description related with the 
equipment delivered before.)

20 Finished color Yes · No Munsell 5B5/0.5
(Standerd color)

21 Accessories/
spare parts With, Without Specify the article and 

quantity  of it.

Please specify the following items when ordering LITTLE KING series motors.

No. Specification
item

Appointment
item Remarks

1 Facility

2 Driven 
equipment

3 Quantity

4 Output kW

5 No. of poles P

6 Voltage V

7 Frequency 50Hz · 60Hz

8 Location Indoor
Outdoor

9 Type

Protected type
Protected drip-
proof type
Totally-enclosed 
frame surface 
cooled type
Indoor type
Outdoor type

IP20, IC01

IP22, IC01

IP44,    IC0141
IPW44, IC0141

10 Coupling with 
load

Direct coupling
Belt drive

Specify the following items in case 
of belt drive:
Diameter of pulley (P.C.D.),
Pulley width (PW),
Kind of belt,
No. of belt

11 Revolving 
direction

Counter 
clockwise
Clockwise

Viewed from opposite 
coupling side

12 Terminal

Terminal leadout: Lug type
Stud type:
Direct: Right or left side as viewed 
from opposite coupling side;
Diameter of the screw:
Kind and size of cable


